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INSPIRATION 
Promote site-responsive hospitality 
design.

Strive for resilient structures. 

Show an interactive and more

creative approach to architecture

Design structures that mimic objects 
in shape and detail. 

APPLICATION 
Use nature-influenced geometrical form. 

Incorporate design and materials that 
relate to the hotel’s surroundings.
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ABSTRACT
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SYMBOLIC

Hotel designers are maximizing functionality 

and durability while providing a close visual 

relationship with the surrounding landscape. 

The Sobreiras - Alentejo Country Hotel 

is located in the Serra de Grândola, Portugal, 

and is punctuated by cork oak trees holm oaks, 

olive trees and varied endogenous vegetation. 

Designed by FAT, the primary design concern 

was the preservation and improvement of the 

site. Therefore, the hotel form and materials 

are inspired by the surrounding nature and 

mountain range. A majority of the existing 

trees remain, with the eight hotel volumes 

“gently resting” above the ground through a 

suspended structure that minimizes soil sealing. 

Wooden logs used in the facades establish a 

dialogue with the surrounding landscape, 

while contrasting with the white geometric 

structure. 
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PROGRAMMATIC 
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Architects are looking to objects in nature for 

design inspiration, deriving form and color. 

The Amethyst Hotel, a proposed design by NL 

Architects, is conceived as the first in a chain 

of gem-inspired hotels where guest rooms are 

housed behind the crystal like faceted glass.  

Violet-colored quartz stones have been the 

subject of numerous myths throughout 

history. Some believe that they can strengthen 

the immune system  and even preventing 

drunkenness . The designers believe visitors 

to the hotel will benefit from these alleged 

“healing powers”. Rooms in the hotel would 

be arranged around the atrium, with access 

corridors running around the outer perimeter 

and allowing every room to face into the 

central void. 
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TRANQUIL

INSPIRATION 
Connect to a region’s local vegetation. 

Promote general well-being.

Focus on enhanced comfort and reduced 
stress for hotel visitors. 

APPLICATION 
Incorporate materials found on site into hotel 
design. 

Design hotels that focus on comfort, 
relaxation and the client’s needs. 
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VEGETATION
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Hotels designers are beginning to incorporate 

local materials into façade design, allowing 

the structure to not only blend into the 

surrounding environment, but create a healing 

space for visitors.

The Naman Retreat, a coastal resort 

located in Vietnam and designed by Vo Trong 

Nghia Architects, provides a physical and 

mental retreat for the guests through its 

use of vegetation, its health spa, and relaxing 

activities such as yoga. The resort was designed 

with a harmonious mix of greenery, natural 

stone and bamboo, allowing maximum body 

and mind purification and relaxation. The 

rooms are arranged in an L-shape surrounding 

the swimming pool, while the exterior walls 

incorporate louvers covered with green vines . TRANQUIL
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HISTORIC
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Designing hotels that are reminiscent of historic 

vernacular is an upcoming trend, generating a 

sense of familiarity and well being for visitors.

The Wanda Vista Xishuangbanna luxury 

hotel was designed to become a hidden sanctuary 

in one of China’s most iconic regions. Designed 

by OAD, the resort integrates itself into the 

local culture via it’s architecture, planning, and 

detailing, while providing a sensibility that is 

both luxurious and romantic. Familiar materials 

coupled with artful design help promote a 

feeling of comfort, while the inclusion of 

elements such as pagodas and imagery evocative 

of religious buildings make for a serene and 

inspiring setting.
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MODULAR

INSPIRATION 
Convey rhythm and repetition in 
facade details. 

Strive to be affordable, greener, and 

more efficient.

Provide flexible and customizable 
design. 

Foster  simplicity and speed in 
construction.

APPLICATION 
Utilize stackable zones within hotel design. 

Design facades with a repetitive architecture 
rhythm. 
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FACADE SCREEN

Repetition in facade elements, such as screens and 

wall dividers, help to not only define space, but 

creates a unique character to any hotel.

The Nakâra Residential Hotel, designed by 

Jacques Ferrier Architectures and located along 

the Mediterranean coast of France, aims to create 

a sense of place for its visitors. Large modular 

screen panels in white concrete function as 

dividers, putting distance between the shared 

areas – gardens and swimming pool terraces - 

and the more intimate room areas. These white 

trellises also create dynamic, animated shadows, 

and act a as sort of giant “beach umbrella” for 

the pool area. 
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STACKING

Stacked sleeping rooms allow flexible and 

affordable hotels accommodations, while 

introducing added space for social gathering. 

The Koyasan Guest House, designed by 

Alphaville Architects, provides accommodations 

for visitors to the UNESCO world heritage site 

of Koyasan. The house has a simple, yet striking 

design, ranging between a classical dormitory 

and Japanese capsule type hotels. It is a mixture 

of private and public spaces, in which privacy is 

well protected while communication among the 

guests is active. Bedrooms the size of a single 

mattress are slotted two-high into the walls, 

each facing into a double height hallway that 

runs through the center of the building. Short 

horizontal rungs set between the timber down-

posts form inbuilt ladders that allow guests 

to access the top bunks, and at each end of the 

hallway are living and dining areas that allow 

guests to socialize. 
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INSPIRATION 
Connect to a hotel’s immediate 
surroundings. 

Activate and shape sensory experience.

Design aesthetically pleasing and

site-integrated hotels. 

Blur the lines between interior and exterior 
environment.

APPLICATION 
Look to natural elements for design concept 
inspiration. 

Blend into local environment by designing 
low impact structures. 
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WATER
Hotels are being designed to offer their guests 

shelter and comfort while at the same time 

allowing the dramatic experience of the elements 

outside the sea, landscape, changing lights, 

weather and different seasons. 

Manshausen Island Resort, designed by 

Stinessen Arkitektur, is situated on the Steigen 

Archipelago off the coast of Northern Norway. 

Positioned between dramatic mountains and 

the Barents Sea, the resort layout reacts to the 

Island´s topography. Each cabin is placed on top 

of stone quays, partially cantilevered above the 

sea, and are oriented based on their individual 

panoramic views and privacy. The structures 

design has minimal environmental impact, and 

floor to ceiling glazing allow for unobstructed 

views of the nature and the elements outside. 
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EARTH

Hotels designs are blending into the surrounding 

landscape so as to not disturb the natural 

habitat. 

Chilean architect Felipe Assadi has built a series 

of wooden hotel cabins for the Awasi Hotel 

on a Chilean hillside, offering guests the chance 

to glimpse wild llamas, pumas and rheas in their 

natural habitat. Located just outside the Torres 

del Paine National Park in the Patagonia region, 

the cabins dot across a steep hillside that slopes 

down to iceberg-strewn Lake Sarmiento. The 

lodges are covered inside and outside in planks 

of beech wood, framed by a black steel structure 

– a design based on traditional architecture of 

the region. The buildings are linked by winding 

pedestrian paths and are partially elevated on 

stilts above the fragile and damp earth. 14 IMAGES COURTESY OF  FELIPE ASSADI ARCHITECTS
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THANK YOU 
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All photos and content used with Permission

Designers featured:

• FAT - Future Architecture Thinking

• NL Architects

• Vo Trong Nghia Architects

• OAD

• Jacques Ferrier Architectures

• Alphaville Architects

• Stinessen Arkitektur

• Felipe Assadi Architects


